I. Introduction a coustic radiation force imaging is a classification of ultrasound imaging that uses tissue displacement, rather than acoustic reflectivity, as the source of image contrast. In general, these techniques produce images by using acoustic radiation force to push tissue, followed by a series of tracking pulses to measure displacement. This displacement can then be used to calculate relative or absolute stiffness. radiation force imaging techniques, such as acoustic radiation force impulse (arFI) imaging [1] , shear wave imaging [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and monitored steady-state excitation and recovery imaging [8] , have shown promise in detecting lesions in a variety of organs, including the abdomen [9] , [10] , heart [11] , liver [12] , breast [13] , and prostate [14] , as well as measuring blood coagulation ex vivo [15] , [16] . Because contrast is derived from stiffness, and stiffness is derived from displacement, the mean and variance of the displacement estimates have a large impact on lesion detection. a major limiting factor in displacement estimation performance during arFI imaging is echo decorrelation. although larger acoustic output, and thus larger acoustic radiation force, can increase arFI image signal (i.e., displacement magnitude), displacement variance is also increased because of echo decorrelation from increased scatterer shearing [17] , [18] . additionally, increasing displacement magnitude is further limited by tissue ultrasound absorption and heating considerations (e.g., <15 µm for <1°c tissue heating [19] ). In addition to increasing displacement variance, decorrelation derived from scatterer shearing is also associated with an underestimation of the peak displacement magnitude [18] . Therefore, displacement estimate improvements (i.e., high mean displacements and lower variance) are strongly dependent on the ability to reduce decorrelation between the reference and subsequent tracking echo signals. although signal processing methods, including principle component analysis [20] , [21] , can reduce decorrelation, it is also recognized that transducer design and imaging parameters effect the degree of differential motion across the point spread function, and thus, the observed levels of echo decorrelation [17] . In this paper, a new 1.5-d arFI transducer design is proposed for reduced echo decorrelation, and improved arFI image signal-to-noise ratio (snr arFI ), compared with a conventional 1-d array. Echo decorrelation improvements are achieved using the 1.5-d design because it enables electronic focusing in elevation [22] and dedicated elements for each of the pushing and tracking functions. To investigate the relationship between echo decorrelation, transducer design, and image quality, we first develop an analytical model that relates the properties of a transducer to a radiation force image quality metric, snr arFI . although we focus on arFI imaging, this analysis can be generalized to any radiation force imaging technique that shares the common feature of deriving image contrast from displacement estimates. Using this new analytical model, an upper bound for snr arFI is derived as a function of tissue properties, transducer geometry, and imaging parameters. This model is validated using a numerical simulation framework and used, along with finite element model (FEM) simulations, to assess the performance of the proposed 1.5-d array design compared with a conventional 1-d array in terms of snr arFI and contrast-to-noise ratio (cnr).
II. Theory and Methods

A. Derivation of ARFI Image SNR Upper Bound
Image contrast in arFI imaging is derived from differences in tissue stiffness, which are manifest in different displacement responses assuming constant acoustic radiation force excitation, i.e., assuming constant attenuation and tissue within a small distance of the transmit focus. With application of the same acoustic radiation force, stiffer tissue exhibits less displacement than more compliant tissue. Images are typically formed as maps of displacement estimates computed from locations within the 2-d imaging region. To quantify image quality and assess the performance of the proposed 1.5-d arFI transducer design (to be described further), an upper bound for snr arFI was derived. We start by defining snr arFI as 
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation (or jitter) of the estimated displacement, respectively. The standard deviation of ultrasound motion estimation depends on electronic signal-to-noise (snr E ), echo correlation (ρ), center frequency (f 0 ), motion estimator window length (T), and fractional bandwidth (B). an expression for the minimum jitter ( ) σ achievable from an unbiased time delay estimator was previously derived by Walker and Trahey [23] :
although there are several parameters in (2), echo correlation is an important factor dictating estimator performance because small increments result in large gains [23] . Under typical imaging conditions (30 dB snr E and 80% BW) improving ρ by just 0.009, from 0.99 to 0.999, reduces jitter by 64%. The physical source of decorrelation (1 − ρ) between successive echoes results from either of two phenomena: out-of-beam motion or differential motion across the point spread function [20] . Both phenomena result in shifted and decorrelated versions of the reference echo, rather than perfectly shifted replicas, following displacement. as a result, bias and variance of the displacement estimate increase. out-of-beam decorrelation typically occurs when scatterers move into and out of the point spread function between subsequent received echoes and is most common in imaging techniques with large displacements (e.g., elastography or doppler imaging) or in regions of the anatomy exhibiting large physiological motion (e.g., cardiac imaging). differential motion decorrelation occurs when scatterers are differentially displaced within the pushing beam. Because displacements in arFI and other radiation force imaging techniques are small (~10 µm [24] ), the contribution of out-of-beam motion to decorrelation is often viewed as insignificant and ignored in further theoretical or FEM analysis [17] , [18] , [25] , [26] . However, as evidenced by the work of several groups to implement physiological motion filters [11] , [27] , [28] , out-of-beam motion in arFI imaging can occur because of physiological motion. nevertheless, the present work continues, as in previous work, with contributions from out-of-beam decorrelation assumed to be negligible. This assumption is valid in nearly all physiological environments with the exception of cardiac imaging. Even in this environment, the source of out-of-beam decorrelation (i.e., cardiac motion) occurs on a time scale that is slower than the source of differential motion decorrelation (i.e., radiation forceinduced displacements).
Mcaleavey et al. [17] derived an expression for the magnitude of differential motion decorrelation in arFI imaging that is a function of motion amplitude and the ratio of pushing beam width to tracking beam width. a major assumption of this derivation is that tissue displacement width is equal to the width of the two-way response of the pushing beam and that displacement only occurs in the axial direction. Tissue, and other linearly elastic materials, however, exhibit mechanical coupling effects that result in tissue displacement widths that are wider than the pushing beam width and occur in all three directions [ Fig.  1(b) ], [25] , [29] . To correct for this effect, echo correlation is described using the expression from Mcaleavey [17] , but accounting for mechanical coupling through parameters L x and L y :
where A is the maximum scatterer displacement, c is the speed of sound, and D x , T x , D y , T y , are displacement and tracking beam widths in the lateral and elevational dimensions, respectively. The parameters relating displacement to tracking beam widths in (3) and (4), L x and L y , replace the W x and W y parameters relating pushing to tracking beam widths from Mcaleavey [17] . substituting (3) into (2) results in a new expression for the jitter lower bound in arFI imaging: (5), see above, where σ is in units of seconds. Mcaleavey et al. [17] further derived an expression for arFI imaging signal (i.e., the expectation value of the displacement estimate). replacing the assumption of equal displacement and pushing beam widths with the updated expression in (4) results in a new expression for arFI image signal:
substituting (5) and (6) into (1) and scaling by c/2 to maintain consistent units results in a final expression for the upper bound of snr arFI :
The upper bound in (7) results in larger snr arFI values compared with an upper bound derived using Mcaleavey's pushing beam width as a proxy for displacement width [ Fig. 1(c) ].
B. Numerical Simulation Framework
a numerical simulation framework [ Fig. 1(a) ] was developed based on previously described FEM simulation methods [18] , [25] , [26] to validate the derived analytical model in (7) . Transducer design and relevant imaging parameters were selected and the intensity field was calculated using Field II [30] at a resolution of 0.1 mm. Because intensity is proportional to the acoustic radiation force [31] , [32] , Field II results provided the body force input parameters for the FEM (comsol Multiphysics, comsol Inc., Burlington, Ma) simulations. FEM simulations were performed using a 50 × 50 × 50 mm block and a free tetrahedral mesh. Mesh element size was optimized to adequately sample displacement while minimizing the total number of elements. a maximum element size of 0.5 mm was used in regions where displacement estimates were extracted. To mimic human tissue using linear elastic assumptions, a Poisson's ratio (ν) of 0.49 [1] was used. Three-dimensional displacement fields were calculated from FEM simulations using a linear GMrEs (generalized minimal residual) iterative solver [33] and a geometric multigrid preconditioner [34] . The displacement results were then extracted from the FEM at a resolution of 0.25 mm, imported into Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., natick, Ma), and scaled to achieve the desired peak displacement value. FEM simulations were conducted using static analysis where displacement fields represented immediate deformation responses to an impulsive acoustic radiation force. This time point is of greatest interest in arFI imaging because images are typically formed using the maximum displacement parameter. additionally, it is this time point where the proposed 1.5-d array is anticipated to make the greatest contribution because later time points yield less differential motion decorrelation as a result of lower displacements and shear wave propagation [18] . Using these FEM methods, the mechanical coupling effects were incorporated into the proposed analytical model, D x and D y described previously, by measuring the lateral FWHM displacement at the focus. received echo data from the proposed transducer array were simulated by first building a 20 × 40 × 25 mm volume comprising 2.5 × 10 5 uniformly distributed point scatterers with Gaussian distributed amplitudes. Pre-motion reference echoes were calculated using the Field II function calc_scat. a second echo, representing received echo data from the arFI tracking pulse, was then simulated by displacing scatterers according to the FEM displacement field results and then repeating the calc_scat computation. Electronic noise was modeled as additive Gaussian white noise. displacements were calculated using the loupas autocorrelation method [35] and a sliding window length of 1.5 periods of the tracking center frequency. snr arFI was calculated from displacement results as the ratio of the sample mean to the standard deviation of the calculated displacement. Mean and standard deviation for snr arFI values were computed by repeating the simulation over multiple (n = 30) independent realizations of scatterer positions, amplitudes, and electronic noise.
C. 1.5-D ARFI Transducer Design and Comparison
a 1.5-d transducer array for arFI imaging was designed for the purpose of increasing snr arFI using insights from the analytical model, while taking hardware complexity into consideration (i.e., 1.5-d is less complex than a 1.75-d or 2-d array solution). snr arFI improvements using the 1.5-d array are derived from mitigation of echo decorrelation through two primary mechanisms: First, the additional rows of elements enable electronic focusing in elevation, thus reducing the tracking beam width in this dimension. second, the functions of pushing and tracking pulses can be assigned to different rows (Fig. 2) . This allows pushing rows to use lower frequency elements than the tracking rows, thus widening the pushing beam width relative to the tracking beam width. The parameters describing the 1.5-d array and a conventional 1-d array are given in Table I. snr arFI for the 1.5-d arFI array and a conventional 1-d array were computed over a range of peak displacements, using the numerical framework outlined previously. In addition, a 4-mm-diameter lesion [36] at a depth of 20 mm within a stiffer homogeneous background tissue [37] was simulated as described previously, except a finer maximum element size of 0.25 mm was used when meshing the lesion (resulting in approximately 35 000 elements inside the lesion). Images of the lesion using the 1.5-d arFI or the conventional 1-d array were produced. Elastic modulus contrast between the simulated lesion and background tissue was set to 1:10 (e.g., 10 kPa lesion in a 100 kPa background), similar to the change in elastic modulus ratio seen between normal and cancerous cells [38] . Because of the nature of the FEM, only the rationot the absolute value-of the elastic moduli produced TaBlE I With the exception of number of elements and center frequency, all other values were constant between the two designs to better compare the improvement in snr arFI due to increased pushing to tracking beam width ratios. contrast. Peak displacement inside the lesion was scaled to 12 µm. Image cnr was calculated as [39] 
on median filtered images, where µ i and µ o are the mean displacements within equal-area regions inside and outside the lesion, respectively, and σ o is the standard deviation of displacement outside the lesion.
III. results and discussion
To validate the analytical model (7), snr arFI was calculated for independent realizations of scatterers with increasing peak displacement for both the conventional 1-d array and 1.5-d arFI array (Fig. 3) . The solid lines denote the derived snr arFI upper bound and the symbols represent numerical simulation results. Excellent agreement was observed between numerical simulation results and the proposed snr arFI analytical upper bounds: correlation coefficients were 0.995 and 0.998 for the 1-d and 1.5-d arrays respectively. In addition, the 1.5-d arFI array had an increased snr arFI for all normalized displacements compared with the 1-d array (p < 0.05). Finally, when snr arFI was calculated for increasing snr E , it was found to plateau above 30 dB. This trend substantiates the importance of improving snr arFI through reductions in echo decorrelation because corresponding snr arFI gains achieved via higher snr E are negligible.
Pushing and tracking beam widths for the conventional 1-d and 1.5-d arFI imaging arrays were calculated using Field II (Table II) . By enabling electronic focusing in the elevational dimension, the 1.5-d arFI array possessed a significantly wider pushing beam and narrower tracking beam width compared with the conventional 1-d array, whereas the use of focus delay symmetry about the centerline in both the elevation and lateral dimensions reduced the theoretical channel requirement to 144. additionally, because dedicated elements could be used for pushing and tracking functions, ceramics with different center frequencies were used for different rows of the 1.5-d array (e.g., 2 and 7 MHz for the 1.5-d array versus 4.21 and 6.15 MHz for the conventional 1-d array, as described in Table I ). Thus, although more substantial gains in displacement to tracking beam widths were observed in the elevational dimension, gains were also achieved in the lateral dimension because of the larger range of center frequencies.
lesion simulations were performed with independent realizations of scatterers for the purpose of illustrating the effects of transducer geometries and parameters on image quality (Fig. 4) . The lesion was better delineated (a 2.92 dB improvement; two-sided t-test, p < 0.0001) when imaged using the 1.5-d arFI array over the conventional 1-d array (Table III) . simulations of a stiffer lesion within a softer background, representative of lesions observed in breast tissue, showed similar but smaller improvements (2.86 dB; two-sided t-test, p < 0.0001) between the 1.5-d arFI array and the conventional 1-d array.
IV. conclusion an analytical model for the upper bound of arFI image snr, a metric for comparing arFI image quality, has been derived as a function of tissue properties, imaging parameters, and transducer geometry. The analytical model was validated using a numerical simulation framework that coupled Field II to a finite element tissue model. By accounting for tissue displacement, there was excellent agreement between the analytical model and the numerical simulations. Using insight gained from the analytical model, a novel 1.5-d array for arFI imaging was designed. The 1.5-d arFI array increased displacement to tracking beam width ratio by allowing electronic focusing in the elevation and by allowing the pushing elements to be at a lower center frequency than the tracking elements. These improvements, impossible in a 1-d array, resulted in an overall increase in echo correlation and improved snr arFI as predicted by the analytical model. When compared with a conventional 1-d array, the 1.5-d arFI array provided significantly improved displacement estimation, arFI image snr, and image cnr. Finally, the coupling of transducer design to an accurate analytical model of arFI image snr highlights the potential utility of this new tool. By using the analytical model to develop more sophisticated transducers that improve image quality, the clinical utility of arFI can be improved for more accurate assessments of tissue material properties or better delineation of different tissue structures, such as lesions or arterial plaques.
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